
 

MANY COLOURS ON THE  8
th

 

SHETLAND SELECT SALE 
On Saturday, October 28th, it is the 8th time that the Shetland Select 
Sale is held in Liessel. It has once again been possible to select a 
beautiful collection of 90 animals, so there is quality and something for 
everyone. Striking is the high degree of color variation. There are as 
many as 21 balds, 7 palomino's, 3 duns, 2 smokeys, 1 mushroom and 1 
bay roan. In addition, 7 bay, 20 blacks and 23 chestnuts. 
 
Qualitative color foals 
 
The number of foals has declined to 13, but there are no less than 6 
mixed foals and there is much demand for it. Only 4 out of 13 are in the 
larger sizes, 1 large piebald  is more pronounced with its lineage as well 
as 1 very prominent strong bred black. At the 9 a little smaller, the 
palomino seems the special, classwinner in Bergharen. 
 
Promising youth in great amounts 
 
This time a record number of yearlings with no less than 21 promising 
Shets for the future form a very interesting collection. For example, a bay 
and white champion, who also ran nationally in the top, a remarkably 
bred big black and a beautiful collection of 5  bald miniatures, the blue 
dun mini is also interesting due to her beautiful lineage. Two-thirds of the 
21 are miniature. Within the bigger a few excellent bred blacks and a 
very striking mushroom of beautiful pedigree. Also 13 two year old in 
auction There are 4 beautiful bred blacks and four balds and 2 
palominos. One skewbald is a very good bred mini from The One and 
Only. Also within the chestnuts a classwinner from the Over Betuwe a 
topmini with extra blood lines. The black mini from El Dorado has good 
boodlines too, she comes from Blitzer's mom. 
 
 
 
 



Breeding and show quality under the adult ponies 
 
Mini's 
For the older mares 20 mini's, half  of them chestnut. Striking is a 1st 
premium Brammelo mare. Interesting the three-year-old cream dun from 
Peter Schoordijk's famous line. 
 
Small size 
The group of 12 small size is interesting with for example 6 balds. In this 
sixth a number; very good breeding and performing mares, including a 
well-known champion from the Bommelerwaard and some two good 
broodmares from the color stables. Extra bred is also the palomino from 
the Terp stable and the sooty palomino from a multi champioen mare. 
Apart is definitely the only roan of the auction, which already has several 
championships. 
 
Middle size 
The smallest group is that of the middle size with only 5 mares, but the 
quality is striking. Two 1st prize mares come directly from the "van 't Hof" 
breeding and third of the blacks is a Sanjesreed champion. Number 4 is 
the classwinner of the crown mares. The only colored pony is a very 
good moving and beautifully drawn bay and white, in foal end with an 
extremely strong mother line. 
 
Large size 
In the large size 8 mares, of which 7 are blacks. Under which 3 
beautifully bred three-year-olds, an excellent Bloemhof mare, an extra 
best performing 4 year old from the North and a good bred form the 
Aegterhuus stable. The chetsnut has also been awarded a 1st premium 
and a best daddy. The row is closed by two studbook premium A 
stallions, a small size fox and a big size black, both with best breeding 
results and beautiful bloodlines. 
So don’t forget, join the 28th of October at 10.30am in Liessel! 
 
 
 
 


